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Printing technologies represent powerful tools to combine simpler and more customizable fabrication of electrochemical

biosensors with high resolution, miniaturization and integration with more complex microfluidic and electronics systems.

Considering this framework, this review provides an overview of the opportunities offered by printed electrochemical

biosensors in terms of transducing principles, metrological characteristics and enlargement of the application field, as well

as of the main metrological challenges related.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, printed electronics, which include all the additive manufacturing techniques to fabricate sensors,

circuits, and active and passive electronical components, has gained increasing attention due to advantages in terms of

process flexibility, cost and time effectiveness . Focusing on the biomedical area, the potential of printed electronics

has recently been exploited for the fabrication of bio-sensing electrodes and their conditioning circuits. In this framework,

printed electrochemical biosensors have acquired widely recognized relevance in various fields ranging from basic

laboratory research to commercially available point-of-care. Thus, the possibility to obtain a sensitive analysis with a time

and cost-effective approach, relying on disposable materials and on user-friendly protocols for transduction, is highly

demanded by medical personnel, biologists and biotechnologists .

Moreover, in basic laboratory research, the possibility given by electrochemical biosensors to correlate electrical

quantifiable signals with cell functions or with biomolecule/pathogen concentrations represents an interesting tool for

improving the investigation of cellular pathophysiological processes and of their interaction with pathogens . In hospital-

based medicine, non-invasive and sensitive bio-sensing gives the possibility to improve the care of patients through ad

hoc monitoring during hospitalization, contributing to better detection of bacterial infections , and to adjust treatment due

to sensitive feedback about patient status . In diagnostics, the possibility to enable the reliable detection of very low

concentrations of pathology-related biomarkers, with reduced time and costs with respect to actual biochemical and

molecular assays, could bring a revolution in the early diagnosis of pathologies like cancer, cardiac or neurodegenerative

diseases . Finally, the possibility to integrate those biosensors in standalone platforms (e.g., wearable, point-of-care),

usable even by non-experts at home, could provide a powerful contribution to eHealth and telemedicine .

Recent advances in the development of micro- and nanoscale bio-transducers capable of detecting changes down to the

molecular level, enabled by technological advances, have strongly accelerated the improvement of the metrological

issues still affecting electrochemical biosensors. Those metrological characteristics encompass sensitivity (slope of the

calibration plot, given by the ratio between output and input signals), selectivity (ability to correlate changes to a specific

analyte, reducing the cross-sensitivity), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, ratio between the signal of interest and background

noise), repeatability (stability of the results among multiple analysis performed under the same conditions) and stability

(repeatability in long-term monitoring) . Another relevant useful quantity commonly adopted to compare results in

chemistry/biology sensing is the limit of detection (LOD), which express the lowest quantity of an analyte that can be

distinguished from the absence of that substance (a blank value) with a stated confidence level (generally 99%). It is

estimated from the mean of the blank, the standard deviation (SD) of the blank, the slope (analytical sensitivity) of the

calibration plot and a defined confidence factor (usually 3SD) . It can also be considered as an indicator of the

resolution of the system obtained with a statistical approach, since it is taking into consideration both the contribution of

uncertainty and of resolution .

Looking at electrochemical biosensors from a metrological perspective, it is undeniable that their characteristics need to

be discussed and compared with really competitive counterparts: mass-based and optical biosensors . Mass-based

devices also referred to as gravimetric biosensors, apply the basic principle of a response to a change in mass, using

piezoelectric crystals, in the form of resonating or as surface acoustic wave devices . Their main advantage is their high
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sensitivity to minimal mass changes, especially for molecules that are neither electroactive nor fluorescent . Optical

biosensors, both label free and label based, are based on the interaction of optical fields with biorecognition elements,

showing well-known levels of sensitivity and specificity . Despite those clear advantages and emerging trends in the

area of fiber optics , both mass-based and optical biosensors show significant challenges in terms of their lack of

repeatability, high dependency upon contour variables, high cost, high fragility, limited flexibility, and the portability and

integrability of the overall readout system with more complex systems (e.g., point-of-care) . Thus, compared to mass-

based  and optical  biosensors, electrochemical sensors are easier to fabricate and miniaturize, facilitating the

possibility of their integration on the same sensing substrate and also customized readout circuits . Regarding

metrological performances, despite recent advances in nanostructures, nano-printing strategies and hybrid nano-

molecules that have strongly improved the LOD, the main challenges for electrochemical biosensors concern selectivity,

repeatability and stability . Recent advances in the area of printing technologies combined with advances in bio- and

electrochemistry, nanostructures, solid-state and surface material physics, integrated circuits, microfluidics and data

processing offered the possibility to address a whole new generation of electrochemical biosensors ; however, these

biosensors require attention in relation to their metrological performance.

Compared to the most commonly adopted techniques to fabricate electrochemical biosensors, such as subtractive

manufacturing, thin film, vacuum, lithography and electro-based deposition, printing technologies offer unique

opportunities in terms of miniaturization, integration in complex systems and ease of customization (Table 1) .

Table 1. Main fabrication techniques for electrochemical biosensors: advantages and challenges (referenced articles are

limited to the recent literature focusing on critical evaluation of positive and challenging aspects of the reported

techniques).

Fabrication Techniques Advantages Challenges Refs

Bulk Electrodes
higher stability,

larger surface

no possibility of miniaturization, large

volumes of sample needed, low

customization possibility

Printing Technologies

miniaturization, low cost,

wide range of inks

and substrates available, integrability,

complex geometries, possible

combination with nanostructures,

with bio-receptors

stability,

repeatability, compatibility among

materials

Thin Film (Vacuum-
Based, Spin Coating)

fine control of the thickness, low

costs,

high repeatability

high temperatures,

vacuum needed,

non-compatible with

low-melting point substrates, no complex

geometries

Lithography
high resolution,

 high accuracy, high repeatability

long process,

needed particular materials,

mask based, high costs, limited available

substrates

Electrospray,
Electrospinning

good control of fibers,

control of porosity,

possibility to combine multiple

materials

low lateral resolution,

 no complex geometries

The available equipment for printing technologies ranges from economic devices ensuring very low-cost production, which

are ideal for rapid prototyping, to the most expensive ones providing a greater geometrical resolution, which are in some

way comparable with standard lithographic methods, but without the need for clean rooms and/or multiple step processes
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with sacrificial layers . Overall, the printing technologies employed for fabricating electrochemical sensors can be

classified between contact printing (gravure, flexographic, offset, micro-contact dispensing and screen printing (SP)) and

non-contact printing (inkjet (IP), aerosol jet printing (AJP), laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT), micro and nano-pen

printing). Contact printing encompasses all the mask-based techniques in which patterned structures with inked surfaces

and substrate are in physical contact. These techniques ensure high throughput and thus are often (e.g., SP) the most

frequently adopted for low-cost and rapidly fabricated biosensors . However, since they are characterized by high

material waste, limited resolution and a limited range of materials (substrates, inks and solvents), increasing attention has

recently been paid to non-contact printing techniques (also defined as maskless techniques). These technologies are

based on ink dispensed through openings or nozzles and define structures by moving the stage in a pre-programmed

pattern. Thus, they allow for a reduction in material waste, the simplification of the printing process, an improvement in its

control and flexibility and also enable improved resolution, miniaturization and more complex patterns (Figure 1) .

Figure 1. Comparison among fabrication processes to print electrochemical biosensors, in terms of ink dispensing and

resolution achieved. Reproduced with permission according to the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license

from .

Along with the advantages discussed, challenges in terms of compatibility among the wide variety of materials used in the

fabrication of sensors represent a predominant issue that must be faced to ensure the feasibility and metrological

performances of the printed devices. The most recent emerging non-contact techniques  are aiming to optimize the

processes of ink deposition, reducing the dimensions of droplets (micro- or nano-pen printings ), through the finest

control of printed track width using lasers (LIFT) or by focusing aerosol ink through a stream of gas (AJP) . Additionally,

novel sintering methods (e.g., photonic curing) are under investigation to optimize ink post-processing. These emerging

techniques are thus trying to face the challenges in terms of conductivity, repeatability and standardization that are still

openly affecting printed biosensors when compared with their bulk counterparts . Additionally, the possibility to combine

and customize different materials and to exploit novel curing methods with respect to other traditional techniques (e.g.,

laser cutting, machining) opens the way for the effective integration of biosensing with directly printed microfluidic circuits

(e.g., paper based, polymer based) and embedded electronics (insulating layer and conductive tracks), with consequently

improved costs and time effectiveness .

2. Transducing Principles of Printed Electrochemical Biosensors

The transducing principles of printed electrochemical biosensors can be grouped into three main classes: amperometric,

impedimetric and potentiometric . Common advantages brought by printing technologies to all three classes are related

to the miniaturization of the electrodes, to the use of nanostructured inks, to printed microfluidic paths and via the

extension to non-conventional substrates.

Thanks to printing technologies, both three-electrode (for amperometric) and two-electrode (for impedimetric and

potentiometric) conformations, traditionally implemented with solid electrodes in a baker containing several milliliters of

samples, can be easily miniaturized onto a small substrate, ensuring a reduction in the required sample volume from

milliliters to a variable range within picoliters and microliters . Moreover, the capacitive background current associated

with the charging of the double layer is reduced proportionally to the reduction in the surface area of the conductive

electrodes. The resistive drop in the electrode–solution system is reduced by shortening the ionic current path in

miniaturized cells. Overall, those elements contribute to reducing the interfering noise coupled to the electrodes. The

reduced time constant coming from reduced capacitance and resistance enables faster electron transfer kinetics

monitoring.

Printing technologies enable an easier fabrication of microfluidic circuits. This possibility, combined with high-resolution

nanostructured coatings, enhances the accuracy and sensitivity. In fact, thanks to the high accuracy of sample delivery to

the sensing area and to the presence of nanowires and nanospheres, the interaction between the analyte and the

electrode active area is enhanced, changing it from a 1D planar diffusion to a more uniform 2D or 3D diffusion. The use of
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nanoinks allows to increase the surface to volume ratio, increasing the active area useful for redox current detection, for

impedance variation or charge accumulation detection, bringing an improvement in terms of overall sensitivity.

Furthermore, the highest control obtained in these microsystems in terms of sample dispensing, ink and coating

deposition can also improve the repeatability of the electrochemical measurements . Overall, the combination of the

reduction in the interference noise processes and the enhancement of the transducing effect of the measurand achievable

in printed miniaturized integrated biosensors increases the signal-to-noise ratio of such bioanalytical systems .

In addition to working electrodes (WE), the potential of printing techniques also needs to be exploited for improving

counter (CE) and reference electrodes (RE), which require particular attention when aiming for electrochemical cell

miniaturization . CE represents the element required to complete the circuit with the WE, thus allowing the charge

coming from the reaction on WE to flow and be read . Consequently, its size should be much larger than the WE to

ensure no current limitations arise. Thus, nanostructures and complex geometries made available by emerging printing

are under investigation to increase the surface to volume ratio and to guarantee proper control of the electrical parameters

of the cell during the analysis . Regarding RE, it is the element that needs to be kept at a constant potential during all

the analyses, to control the potential of WE (e.g., in voltammetry) or to allow measurement of an indicator electrode (e.g.,

in potentiometry). Thus, attention is being paid to novel materials and curing strategies to improve the stability of RE and

limit the influence of surrounding conditions .

Despite these common advantages, due to significative differences in terms of speed, sensitivity and selectivity among

amperometric, impedimetric and potentiometric biosensors, the specific potential offered by printing technologies for each

class needs to be discussed, considering their intrinsic characteristics (Table 2) .

Next, the basic working principles, advantages and disadvantages of amperometric, impedimetric and potentiometric

biosensors will be overviewed, focusing on the specific contribution and improvement brought by the printing approach to

each method. For more extensive and theoretical details of each electrochemical technique, out of the scope of this

review, we suggest that the reader deepens their knowledge of this theoretical topic in the related literature .

Table 2. Review of main advantages and challenges of the three main groups of electrochemical techniques (referenced

articles are limited to the recent literature focusing on critical evaluation of positive and challenging aspects of the reported

techniques).

 

Detectable
Analyte
Concentration

Advantages Challenges Ref

Amperometry/
Voltammetry

lower than

 10  M

highest sensitivity, high

specificity, continuous

monitoring, possibility to detect

many compounds with different

characteristic potentials in one

measurement

required electroactivity, current

production, interferences, effect

of surrounding environment,

long-term stability (degradation

of materials or of labels), time-

consuming

Impedance
spectroscopy /
Conductometry

~10  M (some

recent example

down to ~10  M)

miniaturization,

limited invasiveness,

several information frequency-

dependent, direct real-time

monitoring, no references

electrode needed, no need for

redox probe (label free)

need nanotechnologies to

improve sensitivities,

potential error due to double

layer capacitance of non-target

analytes, intrinsic non-

specificity, mathematical

modeling needed to extract

information
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Potentiometry ~10  M

simple conditioning,

 miniaturization,

real-time monitoring,

no current flowing,

limited invasiveness,

 no electroactivity required

intrinsic non-specificity,

very sensitive to temperature

changes,

possible ionic buffer

interferences, frequent

recalibration needed

2.1. Amperometric

In amperometry, a three-electrode conformation is used, comprising a WE, CE and RE electrode. WE potential is

controlled through a signal from a generator and the current resulting from the oxidation and/or the reduction reaction of

electroactive molecules exchanging electrons with the WE conductive surface are then measured in the loop closed by

the cell. If the signal coming from the generator is varied, then the methods belong to the sub-class of voltammetry .

The main challenges of printed amperometric biosensors still refer to cross-sensitivity, the interferences of the buffer

composition and the effect of the surrounding environment . Concerning the influence of contour variables, the most

challenging aspects refer to interfering molecules (inks, mediators, labels) with similar potential. Concerning implantable

electrodes or analyses performed on biological fluids, a relevant issue is the electrode fouling by non-target proteins and

biomolecules, which can limit direct electrode exchange. Furthermore, the accuracy and stability of the currents measured

are particularly challenging for both short and long-term measurements . Static measurements, in the absence of

stirring and without proper fluidics, can be easily affected by saturation due to species accumulation, by difficult low

current detection due to double-layer capacitance or by a decrease in electrode performances due to the degradation of

ink or of the ink–substrate bonding .

A smart combination of high-resolution nanostructure direct printing with peculiar techniques able to enhance low faradaic

currents and not background processes (e.g., differential pulse voltammetry) can help to face those issues, reaching LOD

< 10−12 M, the lowest among electrochemical techniques . Finally, focusing on biosensor selectivity, cross-sensitivity of

different species can be improved thanks to the flexibility in ink preparation. The possibility to directly print selective

electroactive labels allows to enhance the selectivity of  currents resulting from voltammetries using nanoparticles and

nanostructures as electroactive labels (limiting the need for additional markers)  and to improve repeatability due to

better control of the deposition process.

2.2. Impedimetric

Impedimetric biosensors are based on the direct correlation of impedance changes with changes in terms of target

analyte concentration, without requiring additional labels or biomolecule electroactivity. After applying an alternate voltage

to the two electrodes (WE and CE), with a constant amplitude (usually between 5 and 10 mV) and a defined frequency

range -, the resulting alternate current is measured and the overall impedance (Z) correlated with analyte concentration

. They provide the result directly, without requiring the electroactivity of the target analyte. Impedimetric biosensors

based on the principle that biomolecules bound onto a printed conductive surface are acting as insulators (e.g., adherent

cells proliferation monitoring) fall in the subclass of reactive ; the ones based on the measurement of electrolytic

conductivity to monitor the progress of a chemical ionic reaction instead fall in the class of conductometric .

Among the most important advantages of impedimetric biosensors compared to other classes are the low voltages

employed, which do not damage or disturb most bio-recognition layers . From the point of view of the target analyte,

the small excitation signals adopted cause small amplitude perturbations from the steady state, which makes this method

optimal to monitor in real time the dynamics of biomolecule interactions and the pathophysiological processes of living

cells, without significant alterations to the ionic balance in the extracellular space . Furthermore, from the point of

view of materials, this low invasiveness gives the possibility to explore novel non-conventional organic conductive

materials (e.g., conductive functionalized polymers or small molecule organic semiconductors) with peculiar surface

modifications that can enhance the sensitivity and the LOD of the analysis .

The challenging aspects of impedimetric biosensors are the strong influence of pH, temperature, buffer characteristics or

non-reacting ions on measurement accuracy and repeatability , the worse detection limits compared to

potentiometric or amperometric methods (usually around 10  M) and the sources of error due to double-layer

capacitance and electrode polarization . Furthermore, the wide spectrum of frequencies of the applied voltage implies a

very small power at each frequency and, consequently, a limited SNR of the impedance measurement with respect to

other electrochemical techniques .
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The opportunities of the printing approach for impedimetric biosensing mainly refer to the possibility to exploit novel

nanostructured inks to enhance SNR and to the availability of biocompatible organic inks to improve the integration of

sensing elements in biological environments. Thus, due to the limited invasiveness of the technique, printable organic and

degradable inks can also be deposited on the electrode to investigate live cells, allowing impedimetric monitoring during a

long-term culture both in 2D and 3D environments .

2.3. Potentiometric

In potentiometric biosensors, the measurement is performed in zero-current conditions, with a two-electrode structure,

without the need for a generator or current measurement device. The voltage across WE and RE is measured with a high-

input impedance device, to minimize the contribution of the ohmic potential drop to the total difference in potential. The

potential of WE, thanks to an accumulation of charged molecules (ions), exclusively depends on the analytical

concentration of the analyte in the gas or solution phase, while the RE is needed to provide a defined reference potential

.

Those biosensors can be easily miniaturized and integrated in all printed devices since they require low-cost

measurement instrumentation. Due to the simple electronic conditioning circuit, potentiometric biosensors show a rapid

response, ease of use and robustness. On the contrary, their main intrinsic challenges are related to their non-specificity,

to the influence on temperature variation, to the need for frequent re-calibration and to false positives due to interfering

charged molecules in solution .

Thanks to the progress of additive manufacturing, printed potentiometric biosensors are undergoing a renaissance, with

improvements in the detection limits (down to ~10  M) and selectivity enabled by the introduction of novel materials and

the integrability of these sensing concepts with wearable and implantable devices . The possibility to fabricate

miniaturized electrodes with customized inks could provide improvements in terms of the stability of RE, tuning the ink

composition  and the selectivity of the approach, directly printing selective coatings to substitute for the selective

membranes that are traditionally adopted . Other great opportunities provided by potentiometric measurements

combined with printing technologies refer to the possibility to realize innovative sensors on degradable or biological

substrates (directly on the skin or implanted in the human body) due to the sensing principle at zero current, which limits

the possible perturbation in the sensing area .
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